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Stellar Test House, G-68, Sector 63, Noida (UP), NABL accredited laboratory is

renewed by th'e ADG(Border) for testing of building and road construction material
including Non-Destructive test for CPWD works for a period of 1 year from the date of
issue of this letter, subject to following conditions: -

1. The renewal is granted for 1 year subject to validity of NABL approval. The approval
shall automatically lapse after the expiry of NABL approval unless got renewed.

2. The renewal given does not absolve the supervisory officer of CPWD of their
responsibility towards ensuring quality of work.

3. Above renewaldoes not make the firm eligible for claiming right to take work done
through them which is sublected to their competitive stand amongst other qualifying
specialized firms in the field to avail material testing facilities and discretion of the
field units in placeswhere Govt lab and engineering college etc. exist to avail
material testing facilities.

4. The rate of the testing of material should not be more than central or state Govt
lnstitution / Laboratory and market rate whichever is less. Field officers should
check these rates before placing the order for testing.

5. Renewal can be withdrawn prematurely without assigning any reason on complaints
or uncalled for action of the lab.

6. Field staff may witness the testing if so, required by them.

7. The pedormance of the firm shall be watched by field units and submitted to the
approving authority before expiry of validity of approval.

B. The renewal shall be applicable to the jurisdiction of region ADG(Border).

9. Stellar Test HouseLabshall have valid calibrations
machines from NABL approved authority at all times.
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Copy to:

1. All Chief Engineers, Superintending Engineer and Executive Engineer under
ADG(Border) for information and necessary action please.

2. Ankit Garg, CEO, Stellar Test House, G-68, Sector 63, Noida (UP-201301).
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